MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Wireless Microphones

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide security guidance on the use of wireless microphones for discussion of classified national security information.

2. Wireless is defined in DODD 8100.2 as technology which permits the active transfer of information involving emanations of energy between separated points without physical connection. Currently wireless technologies use infrared (IR), acoustics, Radio Frequency (RF), and optical but, as technology evolves, wireless could include other methods of transmission.

3. National, Department of Defense, and Army Policy specifically require the use of National Security Agency (NSA) approved encryption for the transmission of classified information. These specific references are cited as an enclosure to this memorandum.

4. Wireless microphones are designed to transmit information and do not take into consideration the intended recipient or the classification of the transmitted information. Because of this design, a wireless microphone used to transmit classified information requires an encryption system approved by the National Security Agency.

5. My POC is Mr. Richard Niederkohr, DSN 225-2644 or commercial 703-695-2644, email address is Rick.Niederkohr@us.army.mil
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JAMES H. BONNES
Acting Director, Counterintelligence,
Human Intelligence, Disclosure & Security Directorate
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References:


2. National Security Telecommunications and Information Systems Security Policy (NSTISSP) No. 101, National Policy on Securing Voice Communications. September 1999. In order to improve U.S. communications security, and specifically to reduce the vulnerability of government voice communications to exploitation, it is national policy that:
   a. all military voice radio systems be secured;
   b. Civil government voice systems, which carry traffic of significant intelligence value, be secured.

3. Department of Defense Directive C 5200.5 - Communications Security, April 1990. Paragraph D2 - Only National Security Agency (NSA) - endorsed COMSEC products and services shall be used to secure classified telecommunications of DoD Components and their contractors.

4. Department of Defense Instruction 8523.AA (DRAFT). Will replace DOD C 5200.5. Paragraph 6.1 - Only National Security Agency/Central Security Service approved COMSEC products and services shall be used to secure classified information.

5. AR 25-2, Information Assurance, October 2007. Paragraph 6-1 requires that classified national security information be protected in transmission by NSA approved cryptography.